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Abstract: - 
Nanotechnology, a multi-disciplinary science has received considerable attention in the recent times in the discovery of 

new chemical entities, diagnosis and treatment of several diseases. Nanomedicine has developed many drug delivering 

systems like nanoparticles, nano-emulsions, nano-suspensions, nanosponges etc., to overcome the problems of 

bioavailability out of which nanosponge is an advanced drug delivery system which offers diverse advantages than the 

other available systems. Targeted drug delivery to specific sites is the significant problem which is being faced by the 

researchers. The development of new colloidal carrier called nanosponges has the potential to solve these problems. 

Nanosponge is a novel and emerging technology which offers controlled drug delivery for topical use. Nanosponges are 

solid, porous, biocompatible, and tiny in size with three-dimensional structure and nanomeric cavity size which have 

unique ability to entrap wide variety of drugs. Nanosponges can be used as a carrier for biocatalysts in the delivery and 

release of enzymes, proteins, vaccines and antibodies. Nanosponges are porous polymeric delivery systems that are small 

spherical particles with large porous surface. The nanosponges have the ability to include either lipophilic or hydrophilic 

drugs and release them in a controlled and predictable manner at the target site. By controlling the ratio of polymer to 

the cross-linker the particle size and release rate can be modulated.  
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INTRODUCTION  

The drug delivery technology has certainly a new interest for drugs by providing them new life through their therapeutic 

targets. Target oriented drug administration with improvements in therapeutic efficacy, reduction in side effects and 

optimized dosing regimen, shall be the leading trends in the area of therapeutics. Targeted drug delivery implies for 

selective and effective localization of pharmacologically active moiety at preidentified (preselected) target in therapeutic 

concentration, while restricting its access to non-target normal cellular linings and thus minimizing toxic effects and 

maximizing therapeutic index of the drug [1].  Nanosponges are a new class of materials and made of microscopic particles 

with few nanometres wide cavities, in which a large variety of substances can be encapsulated [2]. These particles are 

capable of carrying both lipophilic and hydrophilic substances and of improving the solubility of poorly water-soluble 

molecules [3]. These tiny sponges can circulate around the body until they encounter the specific target site and stick on 

the surface and begin to release the drug in a controlled and predictable manner. Because the drug can be released at the 

specific target site instead of circulating throughout the body it will be more effective for a particular given dosage [4].   

The average diameter of a nanosponge is below 1 μm as shown in Figure No. 1 but fractions below 500 nm can be selected, 

micro sponges are 10-25 microns in diameter. They can also decrease side effect and protect drug from degradation [5, 6].   

 

 
Fig.1: Porous Nanosponges 

 

Nanosponges can encapsulate various types of molecules by forming inclusion and non-inclusion complexes [7]. 

Nanosponges in the presence of compounds possessing magnetic properties can be magneties. Their crystalline property 

maintains the loading capacity and it may be either paracrystalline or in crystalline form [8].  

The nanosponges are solid in nature and can be formulated as oral, parenteral, topical or inhalational dosage forms. For 

oral administration, these may be dispersed in a matrix of excipients, diluents, lubricants and anticaking agents which is 

suitable for the preparation of tablets or capsules. For parenteral administration, these can be simply mixed with sterile 

water, saline or other aqueous solutions [9, 10].  

 

Advantages [11-14]:  

1. This technology provide entrapment of active contents and side effects are less.  

2. It provides improved stability, elegance and formulation flexibility.  

3. It is non-mutagenic.  

4. It provides extended-release condition which is continuous action up to 12hr.  

5. Drug is protected from degradation.  

6. Therapeutic provide onset of action. Formulations are cost effective.  

7. It can be used to mask unpleasant flavours and to convert liquid substances to solids.  

8. The drug profiles can be varied from fast, medium to slow release in case of dosing therapy.  

 

Classification of Nanosponges [15, 16]   

1. Encapsulating nanoparticles   

This type is represented by nanosponges and nanocapsules. Nanosponges such as alginate nanosponge, which are sponge 

like nanoparticles containing many holes that carry the drug molecules in their aqueous core.   

E.g. Nanosponges such as alginate nanosponge, which are sponge like nanoparticles containing many holes that carry the 

drug molecules. Nano capsules such as poly (iso-butyl-cyanoacrylate) are also encapsulating nanoparticles.   

 

2. Complexing nanoparticles   

This type of nanoparticles attracts the molecules by electrostatic charges.  

  

3. Conjugating nanoparticles   

This type of nanoparticles links to drugs through covalent bonds. As compared to the other nanoparticles, they are 

insoluble both in water and organic solvents, porous, non-toxic and stable at high temperature up to 300ᴼC. They are able 

to capture, transport and selectively release a huge variety of substances because of their 3D structure containing cavities 

of nanomeric size and tuneable polarity.  

 

Composition of nanosponges [17-20]   

Nanosponges are complex structures, normally built up from long linear molecules that are folded by cross linking into a 

more or less spherical structure, about the size of a protein. Typical nanosponges have been constructed from 

cyclodextrins cross-linked with organic carbonates. Nanosponges mainly consists three components. They are,   

A. Polymer B. Cross linking agent C. Drug substance   
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Polymer   

Type of polymer used can influence the formation as well as the performance of Nanosponges. For complexation, the 

cavity size of nanosponge should be suitable to accommodate a drug molecule of particular size. The ability of the polymer 

to be cross-linked depends on the functional groups and active groups to be substituted. The selection of polymer depends 

on the required release and the drug to be enclosed. The polymers can be used to enclose the drug or to interact with the 

drug substance. For the targeted drug release the polymer should have the property to attach with the specific ligands.   

 

Crosslinking agent   

Selection of crosslinking agent depends on the structure of polymer and the drug to be formulated. The list of polymers 

and crosslinking agents used for the synthesis of nanosponges are presented in Table-1.   

Drug substance   

Drug molecules to be formulated as nanosponges should have certain characteristics mentioned below.  a. Molecular 

weight between 100 and 400.   

b. Drug molecule consists of less than five condensed rings.   

c. Solubility in water is less than 10mg/mL   

d. Melting point of the substance is below 250°C.   

 

Methods of preparation of nanosponges [21-22]  

1) Emulsion solvent diffusion method   

In this method the two phases used are organic and aqueous. Aqueous phase consists of polyvinyl alcohol and organic 

phase include drug and polymer. After dissolving drug and polymer to suitable organic solvent, this phase is added slowly 

to the aqueous phase and stirred for two or more hours and then nanosponges are collected by filtration washed and then 

dried in air at room temp or in vacuum oven 40ᴼc for 24 hrs.  

 
Fig.2. Preparation of nanosponges.  

  

2) Quasi-emulsion solvent diffusion  

This process involved formation of quasi-emulsion of two different phases‟ i.e. internal phase and external phase similar 

to emulsions. The internal phase of drug--polymer solution made in a volatile solvent like ethanol or acetone or 

dichloromethane was added to external phase comprising the aqueous polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) solution with vigorous 

stirring. Triethylcitrate (TEC), which was added at an adequate amount in order to facilitate plasticity. Stirring lead to the 

formation of discrete emulsion globules called quasi-emulsion globules. Solvent was then extracted out from these 

globules to form insoluble, rigid microparticles  

Following 60min of stirring, the mixture is filtered to separate the nanosponges. The nanosponges are dried in an air-

heated oven at 40ᴼc for 12 hrs.   

 

3) Solvent method   

Mix the polymer with a suitable solvent, in particular in a polar aprotic solvent such as di methyl formamide, di methyl 

sulfoxide. Then add this mixture to excess quantity of the cross- linker, preferably in cross linker/polymer molar ratio of 

4 to 16. The reaction was carried out at temperature ranging from 10°C to the reflux temperature of the solvent, for time 

ranging from 1 to 48h. After completion of the reaction, allow the solution to cool at room temperature, then add the 

product to large excess of bi distilled water and recover the product by filtration under vacuum and subsequently purify 

by prolonged soxhlet extraction with ethanol. Dry the product under vacuum and grind in a mechanical mill to obtain 

homogeneous powder.  

  

4) Ultrasound-Assisted synthesis   

In this method nanosponges can be obtained by reacting polymers with cross-linkers in the absence of solvent and under 

sonication. The nanosponges obtained by this method will be spherical and uniform in size. Mix the polymer and the 

cross-linker in a particular molar ratio in a flask. Place the flask in an ultrasound bath filled with water and heated to 

90°C. Sonicate the mixture for 5hours. Then allow the mixture to cool and break the product roughly. Wash the product 
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with water to remove the non-reacted polymer and subsequently purify by prolonged soxhlet extraction with ethanol. Dry 

the obtained product under vacuum and store at 25°C until further use.  

 

Evaluation of nanosponges [23-27]:  

1) Particle size determination:  

Particle size analysis of loaded and unloaded nanosponges performed by laser light diffractometry or Malvern zeta sizer. 

Cumulative graph is maintained or plotted as particle size against time to study effect of particle size on drug release. 

Particles size greater then 30m impart gritty feeling and particles of sizes between 10 and 25 m preferred and used in final 

optimised formulation.  

 

2) Morphology and surface topography:  

For preparation of nanosponges in terms of morphology they are coated with gold-palladium under an atmosphere of 

orgon at room temperature and surface structure studied by scanning electron microscopy.  

 

3) Determination of loading efficiency and production yield:  

The loading efficiency (%) of nanosponges calculated according to the equation.  

 
The yield of nanoparticles can be determined by calculating initial weight of nanosponges as,  

 
6) Dissolution tests:  

Dissolution profile of nanosponges are studied using dissolution apparatus USP having a modified basket consist of 5 ml 

stainless steel mesh with a speed of rotation around 150 rpm. Proper dissolution medium is selected and solubility of 

active contents are considered to ensure sink conditions. Proper analytical method are used for the sample form dissolution 

medium.  

 

Characterization of nanosponges [28-32]:  

1) Thermo-analytical methods:  

It shows the changes occur in drug substance before undergoing thermal degradation of nanosponges. The change of drug 

may be melting, evaporation, oxidation, decomposition or polymeric transition. Changes in drug substance indicates 

formation of complex. DTA and DSC observed for broadening, shifting and appearance of new peaks. If changes in 

weight loss occurs can provide evidence for formation of inclusion complexes.  

 

2) Microscopy studies:  

Scanning electron microscopy and Transmission electron microscopy used to study microscopic aspects of drug 

nanosponges and product. Difference in crystallization state of raw materials and product seen under electron microscope. 

 

3) Solubility studies:  

It is the most widely used approach to study inclusion complex and mainly described by Higuchi and Connor's equation 

for phase solubility and helps in examine the effect on solubility of drug by nanosponge.  

 

4) X-ray diffractometry:  

Powder x-ray diffractometry used to detect inclusion complex in solid state. If we consider liquid then it has no diffraction 

pattern of their own and totally differs from in complexed nanosponge. If drug is a solid substance comparison should be 

made between diffractogram of assumed complex and mechanical mixture of dry and it alters diffraction patterns. A 

diffraction pattern of a physical mixture results from combination of two components. But complexes having diffraction 

pattern mainly differs from the constituent they contain and give rise to “new” solid phase having different diffractograms. 

They give rise to different peaks for a mixture and useful in determining chemical decomposition and complex formation. 

-Single crystal Xray structure analysis: It may also be used to determine the inclusion structure and way it interact. 

Interaction between host and external molecules can be determined and a precise relationship can be established.  

 

6) Loading efficiency:  

It describes the efficiency or determined by quantitative estimation of drug loaded into nanosponges by UV 

spectrophotometer & HPLC methods.  

 

7) Zeta potential:  

It measures surface charge and by adding an electrode it can be measured in particle size equipment.  

Applications of Nanosponges [33-38]:  

▪ Nanosponges as chemical sensors  

▪ Nanosponge for oral delivery  
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▪ Solubility enhancement  

▪ Nanosponges as a carrier for biocatalysts and release of enzymes, proteins, vaccines and antibodies  

▪ Antiviral application  

▪ In Cancer  

▪ In the removal of organic matter to produce ultrapure water for power regeneration.  

▪ Nanosponges as a sustained delivery system  

▪ Nanosponges for protein delivery  

▪ Nanosponges in enzyme immobilization  

▪ As a carrier for delivery of gases  

▪ As a protective agent from light and degradation  

  

Conclusion  

The nanosponge systems have been found to have good potential for prolonged drug release and therefore can be 

beneficial for use in the treatment of various chronic diseases. Additional benefits such as dose reduction, reduced 

frequency of administration and avoiding related systemic side effects can be produced. Due to their small particle size 

and spherical shape these can be developed as different dosage forms like oral, parenteral and topical preparations. 

Nanosponge technology offers entrapment of ingredients and thus reduced side effects, improved stability, increases 

elegance and enhanced formulation flexibility. Besides their application in the drug delivery field, potential applications 

exist for cosmetics, biomedicine, bioremediation processes, agro chemistry, and catalysis, among others.  

Kriajevska M.V., M.N. Cardenas, M.S. Grigorian , N.S. Ambartsumian, G.P. Georgiev, E.M. Lukanidin (1994) 

Nonmuscle myosin heavy chain as a possible target for protein encoded by metastasis-related mts-1 gene. J Biol Chem, 

269(31):19679–19682  
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